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Dreamweaver

Step-by-step Dreamweaver Add an online poll to your site

Tutorial: Create online polls with PHP and MySQL

Not every Web page stays the same. Think of an online store, bank
or forum and you’ll see that the same page can be many things to
many people. But how is it done? Most professional Web hosts

provide Linux, the Apache Web server, the MySQL database and the PHP
scripting language. Together, ‘LAMP’ lets you create ‘dynamic’ Web pages,
pages where the HTML depends upon cookies, forms and other data
sources. In this example – an online poll on the best Mac hardware – we’re
going to show you how to use LAMP. We’ll cover various MySQL and PHP
concepts, including tables, variables, and conditionals. Remember: every
PHP function ends in “;” and every open bracket needs a closing one. Forget
this at your peril.

Want to find out what people think? An online poll lets
people interact with your site and we’re going to show you
how to record their votes and display the results

Task: To set up an online
poll with PHP and MySQL 

Difficulty: Expert

Time needed: 60 minutes

1: Log on to MySQL
Using CocoaMySQL (available for free from http://
cocoamysql.sourceforge.net), log onto your MySQL
server. You’ll need the URL, your ID and your password.

3: Create a table
Databases store their information in ‘tables’. You can
have more than one table in a database. Click on
‘Create Table’ and create a table called ‘results’.

2: Create a database
If you don’t have a database provided for you by your
ISP, you’ll need to create one by clicking on the ‘Create
Database’ button. We’ll call ours ‘poll’.

4: Create a field
Every table stores data in ‘rows’. Each row has ‘fields’
to store specific facts in each row. Click on ‘Create
Field’ and create a field called ’answer’, of type ‘text’.

6: For form’s sake
We’re going to set up all possible variants of the
homepage now. We need a voting form first, so add
one with method ‘POST’ and action ‘index.php’.

5: A change of name
Start Dreamweaver. To use PHP tags, an HTML file
needs a ‘.php’ extension. So rename ‘index.html’ to
‘index.php’ and let Dreamweaver alter the site links.
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MySQL is your SQL
PHP has commands for accessing database
systems, such as MySQL, PostgresQL, SQL
Server and Oracle. We can store anything in a
database and retrieve it with PHP.

Built-in database access

An online poll
Using Dreamweaver, we’re going to create a
PHP page that provides an online poll,
updates a MySQL database with the votes
and then displays the results to anyone
who’s voted.

What we’re going to do

Create code only when 
it’s needed
PHP enables your Web server to generate
only the code the browser needs. It
doesn’t rely on the browser to understand
anything more than HTML.

Server-side coding

Weaving PHP dreams
You can use Dreamweaver’s built-in tools
for generating regular Web pages and add
PHP code using Dreamweaver’s equally
impressive PHP tools.

Dreamweaver’s 
PHP support

7: On the button
Now we need the possible responses. Click on the
‘Radio’ button’s group icon to add one to the page. Call
the group ‘answer’ and add the responses.

9: Check the cache
Switch to code view now. Click the ‘<?’ button to add
PHP tags to the page top. Enter the ‘header’ tags
shown to stop browsers caching the page.

8: Other options
Add a ‘Submit’ button, then set up a mock results
section and a ‘thank you for voting’ section. The link to
the homepage should be ‘index.php’.

PHP: Making it up as you go alongQL

Do you cocoa?
MySQL is a free database system that runs on both Linux
and Mac OS X. Unlike programs such as FileMaker Pro, it
has no graphical way of accessing this data, but programs
such as CocoaMySQL (http://cocoamysql.sourceforge.
net) do. PHP has functions built in for accessing MySQL
databases using a simple language called SQL to add,
delete and edit data.

Knowledge Base: MySQL
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10: Cookie!
Let’s set up the page that registers votes. Since we
don’t want people to vote more than once, we’ll set
up a cookie called ‘answered’ to log when they have.

12: An array of answers
Now we need to display the results. First, we must set
up two lists: one of the radio buttons, the other of the
corresponding hardware.

11: Make contact
Get the vote from ‘$_REQUEST[“answer”]’. Use
‘mysql_connect’ and ‘mysql_select_db’ to access the
‘poll’ database, and follow the code shown above.

13: Better than Florida 2000
Connect to the ‘poll’ database. The ‘SELECT’ command
lets you pick specific rows, but we want all of them.
We can then use ‘mysql_num_rows’ to count votes.

15: Going in circles
We want to list all the responses, so we use the ‘for’
command to set up a loop, starting with the first
element (zero). Curly brackets mark out the loop.

14: Putting out
We can use the ‘echo’ command to add things to our
HTML page. Since we want the headline before the
results, let’s take it into an ‘echo’ command.

16: Get the votes
Each time we loop, we get the i-th element of our
lists, ‘SELECT’ all the rows in the database with that
vote using ‘WHERE’ to specify, and then count them.

18: A three-way path
Now we restrict who sees which page using a new
variable. We set it to ‘1’ if we find our cookie and ‘2’ if
there’s a vote coming in.

17: The winner is?
Using ‘echo’, we display the results, copying the
formatting. Use ‘round’ to drop excess decimal places
from percentages. Now ‘echo’ the total respondents.
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19: If only
Since we don’t want the intro text on the ‘Thanks’
page, we restrict it to the other pages using ‘if’ and our
variable. Again, curly brackets mark beginning and end.

21: Break it up
Before each new ‘case’, we add ‘break’ to stop the
code being executed further by the previous case.
Finally, we close the switch brackets at the end.

20: Flicking the switch
‘Switch’ works a lot like ‘if’, but is better when you have
lots of options. The ‘case’ command sets which code
gets executed, based on the variable used with ‘switch’.

Dreamweaver and PHP: The best of friends

PHP a click away
Dreamweaver has a toolbar with
commonly used PHP commands and
variables, including cookie variables, form
data, and commenting.

PHP toolbar

What’s the syntax again?
Dreamweaver also has a built-in copy of
O’Reilly’s PHP Pocket Reference. So if you
forget how a command works or what it
does, you can look it up instantly.

Pocket reference

Colouring in for programmers
Dreamweaver is kind enough to colour in
your code so you can more easily see
what’s what. Functions are blue, constants
are red, variables are black and comments
are yellow.

Syntax highlighting
The language of the Web
This window shows all of the code you’re using
to create your Web pages. There’s no need to
strain your eyes to work out what it all is
because you’ll find all the files related to this
project in the Featured section of this issue’s CD.

Code view

Array: A list of items

Constant: A piece of text or a number that
doesn’t change

Cookie: A way of recording information
received from Web browsers
between sessions

Function: An instruction to get PHP to
do something

SQL: Structured Query Language

Variable: A container for information that
may change because of
calculations or functions

Jargon Buster
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